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Lessons Of A Decade

Northern Lights, Inc. is coming up on ten years of working with nonprofits, higher education and cultural

institutions to help them achieve their goals, create excellence in their services, collections, and staffs,

enhance the nature and quality of their user interactions, and achieve financial sustainability. We’ve helped

our clients integrate digital environments into their daily organizational lives and to leverage those

environments and their technologies and tools strategically. We’ve redesigned workflows, worked with

consortiums to create distance learning programs, reviewed national library programs, designed virtual

libraries for state governments, written, administered and evaluated large grant awards, acted as temporary

executive directors, written program statements, built libraries, and designed information services. We are

experienced in dealing with legacy issues, but we also focus daily on the current state of information

technology, its relevant tools, trends and philosophies. Our regular research and quest for more relevant

solutions has caused us to develop a set of explicit trends or paradigm shifts we consider essential to our

client group. Our experience has taught us a set of core concepts and guidelines we believe give our client

organizations the best chance for long term success and financial sustainability.

This document offers a listing and brief discussion of those paradigm shifts, as well as our set of core

concepts and guidelines for organizational success and long term financial sustainability. Whether you are

an executive at a non-profit or a grants officer, we hope sharing these lessons the past decade has taught us

will help you form a strategic vision that will carry you into the future. We also hope this document will

give you an idea how Northern Lights, Inc. can help you achieve that vision.

Overview

There is a sea change taking place in information management. It is occurring on multiple fronts and affects

the essential way people interact with information.  The concepts, philosophies and converging

technologies that make these major shifts possible are well underway, though they are very far from being

sorted out. Over the next decade, clear patterns will emerge by sector, but in the meanwhile, anyone

designing anything that involves bringing the public into contact with information, needs to consider what

these paradigm shifts mean to them. This is a period of time when trends are very clear, but precisely how

they will play out is not. This means there are no turnkey systems or templates or ready examples of how

each market sector should proceed for best results. Old rules and solutions won’t answer the questions these

shifts pose. Much of the discussion about these changes is presented in terms of information technology

(IT),  networking, software architecture and other, often highly technical environments. But these shifts are

not solely about any kind of technology. They are about a philosophy of information handling, knowledge

representation and dissemination, as well as the nature of user interaction. That should make them relevant

to the strategic thinking of libraries, cultural institutions, higher education, research centers and anyone
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who is concerned with the financial stability of such organizations. These large scale changes are certain to

play a role in any information project’s strategic framework because if they don’t, the project is unlikely to

be well-positioned to move easily into the future and leverage its investment. The encouraging news is that

these shifts create outstanding opportunities to encourage collaboration, develop a community of invested

users and to add value in significant new ways that benefit both users and the institutions who serve them.

This document hopes to put these major shifts on the radar of its readers. The goal is to provide an

important element in the overarching framework in which the future plans of the client organization will be

considered.

Paradigm Shifts

The desktop is no longer the center of the known computing universe.

The Internet is now an application platform.

Much of the significant software available on the Internet is not distributed in the traditional sense — it is

performed. It’s the users (clients) who are distributed.

Much of the significant software available on the Internet is different than what we’ve known before. It is

not just an application or programming. It is a service.

Collaboration is now specifically enabled by networking on a global scale.

The Internet is coming to represent what Alan Turoff calls the “Architecture of Participation.” This

dramatically alters the way value is added to information services and the “killer apps” of the Internet

reflect this.

Mastering distribution channels, possibly highly customized distribution channels, may be a critical key to

future financial success.

Data is going to get and stay smarter.
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Paradigm Shifts In Brief: What Does It Mean

The Desktop is No longer the Center of the Known Computing
Universe.

Since the beginning of the personal computing era, the power of the PC, whether it’s in the form of a

desktop machine, laptop, tablet, etc., lay in the installed applications. A few key applications like email

might require going to some remote site for results, but the most compelling parts of the PC experience

took place on the desktop and involved installed applications. There are strong indications that the future of

information services lies not in desktop-based applications, but in remotely accessed services based on the

Internet. By volume, the most accessed applications (eBay, amazon.com, mapquest, Google) are now

located on the Internet and while they may provide the user with information that will be plugged back into

their desktop, these applications function in Internet space. The applications aren’t, in fact, applications in

the sense we know them from our desktops, but more on that as we go on. The desktop will remain an

important factor, but more likely as one of the endpoints in a value chain rather than the center.

The Internet Is Now An Application Platform.

In addition to becoming a transaction space, the Internet has also become an application platform. A

little further on, when we talk about the changes in the nature of applications, we might want to say the

Internet has become a platform for software that performs a service, but for now let’s stick with the term

application since its use is well established and generally understood. The applications available on the

Internet are not the same as the word processing, spreadsheet, page layout and graphics applications we use

on our desktops. Internet applications like Google, for example, have a complex back-end the user never

needs to know anything about and a very friendly front end that usually takes the form of client software.

The most important thing about the front end is that it doesn’t care how you access it. This is often referred

to as being “platform agnostic.” This is possible because the software and services that run on the Internet

and web have mature standards. So long as the users’ software follows those widely adopted standards, the

front ends of these Internet-based applications don’t care what platform you’re using to access them. You

can be using Windows or a version of Red Hat Linux on your desktop PC or running Mac OS X on your

titanium laptop and the Internet application doesn’t care. It’s happy to make its services available to you for

your use.
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Much Of The Significant Software Available On The Internet Is
Not Distributed — It Is Performed. It’s The Users (Clients) Who
Are Distributed.

For a very long time in the personal computing world, we’ve used software by buying applications,

installing them, using them, updating them, and occasionally when called for, uninstalling them. Whether

we went to Microcenter and bought the box of MS Excel or downloaded it from PC Connection, software is

said to be “distributed” and all licensing and usage agreements are based on that basic fact. Needless to say,

many applications still are distributed, though many now sell licenses rather than packages that contain

CDs or DVDs of software and manuals. With the license-only approach, the user simply downloads the

software or its upgrade from an online source whenever necessary. But there are significant examples of

current software (based on the Internet) that do not follow either the traditional or more recently updated

versions of the distribution model. Instead, users leverage the Internet as a transaction space, access the

application, provide the data necessary and get the result. The users are distributed, but the application (or

service) combines a series of programming and user-supplied data to perform a critical function and to

return information to the user. This is what happens every time you ask MapQuest for directions.

Much Of The Significant Software Available On The Internet Is
Different Than What We’ve Known Before. It Is Not Just An
Application Or Programming. It is a Service.

The nature of applications are changing in all kinds of ways, but one of the most significant is

illustrated by the difference between a traditional application like MS Word and a killer app like

amazon.com. The word processing application is installed on your desktop and would run forever just as it

is, so long as you could find a way to maintain the operating system it requires. Over time, it may be

upgraded or removed, but it’s essentially a complete entity designed to interact with data in a particular

way. Amazon.com, in contrast, is based on the Internet, and regularly tweaks its interface, changes its

interaction with users and literally grows and adds value in an ongoing manner. It does so, based in part on

reaction to user behaviors, but also by way of user contributions to the knowledge set. At last count, for

example, users had contributed over 11 million book and product reviews. This points to one of the most

compelling changes — making value-adding a two-way street. We’ll explore this further when we cover

the trend toward an “Architecture of Participation.”

Collaboration Is Now Specifically Enabled By Networking On A
Global Scale.

It is no longer necessary for individuals to be in the same spot or even the same continent to undertake

project work together. Myriad information technologies are converging to make this possible and we’ll
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discuss them in the next section, but suffice it to say projects massive and small are successfully undertaken

every day using the Internet as a working space and collaborative software as a tool set. This has altered

everyone’s expectations about a wide range of things from different levels of value-adding to a very raised

bar for what constitutes convenience. It has also engendered the rise of a type of behavior referred to as

“adhocracy” where users spontaneously get together in a self-organized fashion and work on a project.

The Internet Is Coming To Represent What Alan Turoff Calls
The Architecture Of Participation. This Dramatically Alters The
Way Value Is Added To Information Services And The “Killer
Apps” Of The Internet Reflect This.

Adding value is a core concept to the long term financial sustainability of any organization. (See the

section: Guidelines and Core Concepts For Long Term Success for a detailed discussion of the role of

value-adding.) The Internet, both as a data transaction space and as a platform for a new breed of software,

is changing the way value can be added. This change is centered on user interaction and examples can be

drawn from the best known killer apps of the Internet. A killer app is software that catches the attention of a

large section of the population and spreads like wild fire, becoming a common part of millions of people’s

daily lives. Killer apps become a kind of information utility. People depend on being able to use them and

weave their capabilities into the fabric of how they do things. From the perspective of professional

information management, killer apps are beloved because they tend to advance a worthy technology or

trend that otherwise might have been less noticed and grown at a significantly more modest pace. Lotus 1-

2-3 is an example of a killer app for personal computers. People were fascinated by the ability to play out

“what if” scenarios on their desktops and to be able to collaborate in workgroups. The World Wide Web

was a killer app for the Internet. Current killers apps tend to be examples of this new model of software

development. They are more like services and include eBay, mapquest, maps.msn.com, amazon.com,

monster.com, and Google. Taking advantage of technologies that enable a new level of participation, these

services illustrate a significant shift in the way the core concept of adding value can be implemented. For

example, amazon.com offers a variety of reviews to go with most of its products. These reviews often

number in the hundreds for popular items, can be very detailed and come from everyone from scholars with

well-established reputations to the rankest novice. It’s hard not to find something directly relevant to your

needs as you make a decision. Amazon also employs sophisticated algorithms and data mining software to

plumb the information available from anonymously tracking user behaviors. It passes this knowledge on to

its users. Listmania is another value-added feature and allows you to view the annotated reading lists of

self-styled experts to see what other resources might be valuable. If you happen to be an author trying to

prepare a non-fiction book proposal or a scholar seeking a workable dissertation topic or a DIYer on a tight

budget looking for the precise laser level that will help you finish your basement in time to sell your house

while interest rates are low, time spent at amazon.com is not a diversion, but a practical necessity. The new
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dimension to value-added is the symbiotic relationship that allows users to add value to a relevant service,

even as they employ the service toward their own ends. It’s a win-win situation for all concerned and helps

users invest in the service in a way not possible before.

Mastering Distribution Channels, Possibly Highly Customized
Distribution Channels, May Be A Critical Key To Future Financial
Success.

We’ve highlighted the changes in applications from being “distributed” to being “performed.” Despite

this major shift, the notion of a distribution channel is still essential. With greatly expanded opportunities

for collaboration and the spontaneous growth of communities of interest, vast amalgamations of data

appear. The ability to discern who requires what among these elements becomes an important facet of value

adding, as does the ability to pull it all together and deliver it to the appropriate parties. This speaks to the

developing need for distribution schemes, especially distribution schemes that can be customized to match

user requirements.

Data Is Going To Get And Stay Smarter.

One of the themes in the current set of trends is the paradigm shift in the nature of application

software. There are strong indications that the data related to those applications will be equally affected and

its role altered. In the personal computer era, data was largely the property of applications. Applications

dictated what could be done with the data, who could share it and how. Applications created data and then

dominated all facets of its existence for the lifespan of the data. Only grudgingly did applications make

their resulting data available to others. One of the things that makes data meaningful (helps translate it into

information and ultimately, into knowledge) is context. Part of context involves recording the details of

who or what created the data and in what setting. In traditional library and archival practice this is referred

to as authorship or provenance and is essential for maintaining the integrity of the data, whether it’s a

document, video tape, CD, folio, tapestry or digital object. The trend now is to leverage enabling

mechanisms like metadata and domain-specific markup languages, to embed knowledge into data and thus

free it from the constraints of an application-oriented environment. Embedding creates smart data. Smart

data knows all about itself, including its own provenance and any other details of its creation and structure

that are essential. Smart data is independent of applications, capable of carrying important self-knowledge

along wherever it goes, capable of interacting with other data, systems and services in unanticipated ways,

creating new context and new meaning as it goes. Smart data is one of the elements that will interact with

emerging information technologies and with users to produce a new era of software, services and user

expectations.
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Section Summary
These major shifts in information management are facts. Over time, they will come into sharper focus,

cease to be considered new and gradually become the way things are done. In the meantime, every

organization in every market sector needs to ask itself: What is the impact of these shifts on us? How can

we leverage them to suit our mission? How can we structure our data to take best advantage of these shifts?

How can we use these changes to maximize interaction with our users in a way that directly benefits both

us and them?
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Paradigm Shifts In Detail: Concepts,
Philosophies and Technologies That Make The
Current Shifts Possible

Paradigm shifts only occur suddenly in movies where they usually involve Mother Nature or

extraterrestrials.  You go to bed one night and wake up the next morning to space ships hovering over

major cities or the dawn of a new Ice Age. In the real world of information management, with its related

technologies and research concerns, paradigm shifts are years in the making. Many technologies must

converge along with the other influences like politics, economy and environment to create such significant

change.  But significant change does occur and it’s occurring now in information management.

It’s important to note that these major paradigm shifts often do not strive to achieve previously

unknown goals. More commonly, they hope to achieve long sought ends like integration, collaboration, and

wider distribution of richer, more relevant knowledge for users. Major shifts generally indicate there are

more effective approaches to accomplish these goals,  approaches that weren’t available to us before.

The shifts we’ve discussed deal with the changing role of the Internet, the changing nature of

application software, the emergence of a new “software as part of a service” model, and new opportunities

for users to come together, interact with one another, gather and distribute data, and contribute to the core

concept of adding value. The following section looks briefly at concepts, philosophies and technologies

that play a key role in enabling the shifts we’ve discussed.

NOTE: The items discussed below are, individually, the subject of entire websites and
fat, expensive technical books. The following is to acquaint the reader with the concepts
and to give some sense of how they enable the paradigm shifts we’ve talked about. It is
not necessary to care about how specific technologies work. What is important is seeing
the philosophies behind them, their effect on information structure, creation, and
exchange, and how they are changing the models of software development and user
interaction with structured information. These considerations are a key part of thinking
strategically about designing systems, services and facilities related to information and
knowledge creation, dissemination and use.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)

There is a physical architecture to information systems, but the term “architecture” is most often used

in this context to mean a philosophy or an approach. The philosophy behind SOA is that powerful

information systems emerge when a loose amalgamation of software and services can come together

without infringing on the way each one operates within its own environment. This looseness, referred to as

“loose coupling” is one of the most critical concepts in the larger SOA philosophies. SOA aims to facilitate

machine-processing, meaning computers handle the transactions, not a human. In the SOA way of thinking,

software uses a universal front-end to communicate with other systems. This front end acts like a kind of

information desk, fielding requests for services, translating requirements, etc. The SOA philosophy applies

established standards to the set-up of the front desk which assures all parties will agree on the basics of how
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to offer a service and how to access that service. The important thing is that all the front desks understand

how to talk to and work with one another. SOA doesn’t care what goes on behind the desk. It doesn’t care

if the application in the background handles inventory or translates Euros into Canadian dollars. It doesn’t

need to. This makes SOA very flexible, agile and able to cope with the unexpected. SOA encourages data,

whether complex or simple, to be structured for exchange across the Internet. This innate ability to share

and to deal with change without missing a beat promises to be extremely important as the role of software,

Internet and Web Services evolve.

Web Services (WS)

Web Services are the most prominent example of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA.) At their

simplest, Web Services could be described as applications or services that can communicate with other

applications or services over the Internet, using XML as a common mechanism for sharing. At a more

complex level, Web Services are part of the set of technologies behind the changing nature of application

software, most especially the emergence of software as an element in a larger set of programming referred

to as a service.  Services know only enough about one another to work together. If one of them changes, the

others scarcely notice. Web Services are a way to get things done by calling on applications or services

distributed across the Internet. Web Services are a way to build software by using bits and pieces that

already work, to find and use “best of breed” solutions wherever they are located, regardless of which

vendor originally developed them, and independent of the original programming language or platform. The

concept of services is altering our basic model of software development and the notion of software

functionality. These essential changes will, in turn, alter the models for data and for client interaction with

software.

Why all the fuss about Web Services? They do some things well (effectively, at a relatively low cost)

that information and system managers have been trying to do more affordably for a long time. They make

integration, which has always been important and very hard to achieve, much easier and more affordable.

They promote interoperability among systems and they cope smoothly with change. They allow the

exchange of information independent of operating systems, programming languages,  type or location of

client. They can run in-house on a single computer or on an intranet behind a firewall or outside, within an

secure “circle of trust” among partners, or across the Internet. The reusable nature of services, their

modularity and scalability all contribute to make them low cost and a good return on the investment

required to implement them.

There are many facets of Web Services, but its unique character comes from two concepts or

approaches: Loose Coupling and Asynchronous Document-Style Messaging.
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Loose Coupling

This is a vital element in Web Services and a defining characteristic. Loosely coupled software

components (as opposed to traditional, tightly coupled ones) know no more about one another than strictly

necessary. This lack of awareness allows the various component parts to change, upgrade, be replaced, etc.

without disturbing the software service’s effectiveness or functionality. This facilitates and maximizes the

possibilities of data exchange between systems and creates the possibility of new, unanticipated

interactions and the growth of new services and new knowledge. Loosely coupled components represent

the best solution yet for the holy grail of digital environments: universal connectivity. The loose coupling

of Web-based systems, software and services encourages a new model of system architecture based on peer

interaction and message-based exchanges. In a systems sense, loose coupling deliberately sacrifices tightly

woven interface designs in favor of agility, flexibility, re-usability and adaptability, all to further the

chances of interoperability among software that differ in terms of language, platform, location, availability

and performance. In technical terms, loose coupling uses techniques like abstraction, delayed binding and

in-direction, but it is asynchronous, document-style messaging that creates loose coupling.

Asynchronous Document-Style Messaging

Asynchronous follows a model of message exchange that means a system sends out a request, gets an

acknowledgement, then goes back to its other chores. It doesn’t wait around for an immediate reply or send

out error messages when a response isn’t immediately forthcoming. This makes asynchronous messaging a

good model for Web Services because it can handle long, drawn out processes like ordering and data

queries that are complex. Asynchronous web services bear a close resemblance to real world interactions

that people get involved in. Asynchronous messaging can cope with the occasional failure or unavailability

of Internet services and other system components. Asynchronous messaging comes equipped with its own

mechanisms for handling errors in networks and have their own retry mechanisms that get messages

through even if it takes a long time to do so. Asynchronous messaging works with its own message queue

to buffer traffic jams at times of very high access. This smoothes operations and allows systems to maintain

a manageable workflow. Asynchronous messaging can cope with errors, failure, high traffic, and other

potential problems and it does so by separating the workings of the application software from the

mechanism that handles messaging. This gives great flexibility and resilience to web-based services.

Document-style messaging is an important part of the asynchronous model of messaging.  Simply put,

document-style messaging carries with it self-contained context.  This means wherever the document goes,

whatever software or services it encounters, it carries with it all the information a system needs to know to

perform its part of the required interaction.  This self-contained context is another example of loose

coupling and allows messages to interact with systems at an effective, but abstract level that accommodates

change and makes the message exchange productive, reliable and resilient.
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Given their characteristics, it’s understandable that Web Services are an important factor in many of

the current paradigm shifts, but when, exactly, is the right time to consider Web Services as part of your

information services design strategy? Here are some examples where Web Services, in their current state of

evolution, are most effective:

• You want to integrate heterogeneous resources. Another way to say this is you want to

make sure your information services or data structures can connect to applications that

originate in environments that are not the same as yours, such as Linux, Unix, Windows,

J2EE and.NET. NOTE: Most people can’t think of common, user-friendly Linux-based

applications, but every time you use Google or amazon.com, for example, you’re using a

very user-friendly Linux-based application.

• You want to avoid getting locked into a single vendor’s set of solutions. All the major

vendors have committed millions of dollars to developing web service compatibility with

their major products, so they’re all committed to web services. The interoperability of

Web Services means you can use a “Best of Breed” approach and pick an application or

service because it best suits your organization’s needs and not because it’s the only

solution offered by a vendor you already use.

• You don’t know and don’t want to control the type of client that can access your

information services. Web services won’t know or care about the platform, location,

programming language, etc. of client applications seeking to interact with your service,

so you don’t need to worry about incompatibility problems.

• You want to accommodate multi-channel access to your information services. Because

Web Services communicate using XML, results of interactions can be transformed into

channels that clients can receive on laptops, cell phones, Palm Pilots, interactive voice

response systems, etc. This largely mobile group of clients is the fastest growing segment

of clients, so it is a strategic advantage to be able to interact with them.

• Examples of businesses that use WS every day include, Google, UPS, T-Mobile,

Kinko’s, and amazon.com.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)

Alternately referred to as the special sauce, secret ingredient and lingua franca of Web Services, XML

is many things. The most important for our purposes is that of providing a common syntax which allows

the various components of Web Services to talk to one another and work together. All Web Services speak

XML. XML gives information management professionals a universal means to represent and transport

structured data. That may not sound like much, but structured data is the key to providing users with rich,

meaningful, relevant information. XML follows the basic design principles of Service Oriented

Architecture (SOA) and Web Services: simplicity, modularity and loose coupling. XML is one of the ways
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data is able to break free of its tight connection with the application that created it. XML provides the

tagging language that allows data to travel around, armed with knowledge about itself. XML can be

understand by people looking at it, but it is designed to allow machine-processing of data and can transform

resulting interactions into all types of clients channels such as cell phones, voice systems, tablets and

PDAs. XML is directly relevant to the long term pursuit of knowledge management (KM) because it

facilitates many of the major challenges related to KM. Specifically, XML can help model knowledge by

representing and structuring it. It can help query knowledge by creating structures that readily communicate

meaningful assertions to other software, and it can help capture existing (legacy) containers of knowledge

by retrospectively tagging it and thus making the knowledge available and interoperable with a wide

variety of client applications.

Metadata

Metadata is one of the most important ways to create smart, agile data — data you can dress up and

take out. Metadata tags the meaningful content of web-based, digital objects and makes that meaningful

content available to client applications able to process it. Metadata concerns itself with one of the most

challenging areas in information management and technology: semantics. Semantics deals with ways to

create and convey meaning. From the perspective of an information management system, semantics mean

conveying meaning in a way other systems and services can process. Metadata utilizes XML, the universal

syntax of Web Services, to tag or markup data elements, documents, messages, etc. so those digital objects

carry with them vital information about themselves. Metadata works with schema (structures that define

specific types of documents) to convey meaningful knowledge assertions to clients or agents. Remember,

in the context of Web Services, the “client” and “agent” refer to machine-processable entities, not a human

client or agent. Ultimately, of course, all the work is done so humans have richer, more meaningful

information at their disposal. Metadata allows access to much more meaningful information than what is

available through free text or keyword searching. As tools develop to utilize metadata tags and resource

descriptions using metadata, it is possible to get more relevant, directly useful information without the

addition of any wildly futuristic developments. That is to say, practical applications of metadata are very

much within our current grasp. Some of the ideas about more advanced knowledge gathering tools are still

in the future, though, and we’ll touch on the concept of the Semantic Web, a new iteration of the World

Wide Web that requires metadata, XML, RDF and other building blocks to realize its hope to bring

structure to the meaningful content of web resources and allow access to that content by software agents. It

is not clear how the theoretical vision of the Semantic Web will be realized in terms of real world tools and

applications, but many of its required elements like XML, RDF, metadata and ontologies are already

making important contributions to the current paradigm shifts.
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Semantic Web

The Semantic Web is the next generation of the World Wide Web as envisioned in a theoretical

construct by the web’s founder, Tim Berniers-Lee.  The aim of the Semantic Web is to grow a web, based

on the existing one, that will greatly facilitate people’s desire to acquire and process information in ways

that are most meaningful to them. Though no one would deny the plethora of resources available on the

web, it is also true that constructing dependable knowledge, knowledge that has sufficient integrity,

relevance and accuracy to solve problems and provoke effective action, is very difficult and labor intensive.

This is true, in part, because the meaningful content of the Web is made for viewing by human beings who

must sit, read it and extract what is relevant. Meaningful web content is not machine-processable, so a

computer cannot read it and pull together relevant information based on some criteria or parameter. Tools

are not yet available or not advanced enough to provide a new level of assistance. In its current state,

human beings can search the web, using search engines and free-text or keyword searching, but what is

returned are locations, instances of the occurrences of the keyword or phrase, not relevant information

aggregated into a single place.  Using a series of components for tagging and structuring web content in

machine-processable forms, the Semantic Web hopes to transform the nature of knowledge availability on

the web.

In his official description, Berniers-Lee says, “The Semantic Web will bring structure to the

meaningful content of Web pages, creating an environment where software agents roaming from page to

page can readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users. Such an agent coming to the clinic’s Web page will

know not just that the page has keywords such as “treatment, medicine, physical, therapy” … but that Dr.

Hartman works at this clinic on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and that the script takes a date range in

yyyy-mm-dd format and returns appointment times.” [Scientific America, May 2001]

Role of metadata, RDF and ontologies in the Semantic Web:

To undertake the realization of the Semantic Web vision, many things need to happen. Some of them

are already underway and in use by technologies like Web Services. For starters, web content needs to be

formatted for machine-processing. This means HTML needs to be replaced by markup languages (XML

and XHTML) that allow content to have self-knowledge and to carry that self-knowledge with them when

they interact with other software. It is also important for meaningful content to be tagged so tools able to

read the tags can tell what the content deals with. Metadata, using XML, can help with both these

challenges. RDF (Resource Description Framework) uses XML to create a structure to represent data. This

structure lays out a series of assertions about the data that makes it very clear what’s what. RDF fulfills one

of the basic needs of the Semantic Web (and many current information systems) by providing a common

structure to exchange data. It’s originators (Lassila and Swick) describe RDF as “a mechanism for working

with metadata that promotes the interchange of data between automated processes.” Though RDF has

already evolved, that statement lies at the heart of its focus. RDF organizes tagged data so knowledgeable

assertions can be made like, “Dr. K is the physician in charge of the clinic,  Ms. L is the secretary.” It might
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also tell you the hours, phone number, location of the clinic, and what insurance coverages or charge cards

are accepted.  RDF creates a vocabulary that tells important things about a resource. After metadata and

RDF, the third large piece of the puzzle that’s already being used is an ontology. Ontologies help create

meaning in a form computers can process by defining, in a very formal way, all the various elements that

makes up a domain or an area of interest. This is a finite lists and ontologies not only state the elements

formally, they also state the relationship of one element to another and any restrictions involving those

elements. The formal, machine-processable clarity of ontologies enable a shared understanding of a domain

and support what is referred to as semantic interoperability.

Section Summary
This section has looked at some of the major contributors to the current paradigm shifts. Unless

you’re a systems designer, there may be little reason to be more than vaguely aware that these ideas

and their implementations are driving major changes. It is, however, strategically important to consider

the philosophies and intentions associated with these trends in your thinking. It is also important not to

design or contract for systems, services or facilities that do not accommodate and fully embrace these

enabling technologies because whatever the price, they will ultimately prove too costly. It is not

possible to know the rate of adoption of many of these technologies, but it is certain the shifts they

represent will only grow more prominent. Design plans must position organizational projects

accordingly in order to leverage the investment of resources involved.

Why Digital?

Readers will note a common thread in every discussion will be the concept of digital — digital

environments, digital media, digital workflow, digital everything. Whether we are discussing value-added

services, the structuring of complex data, broadcast of expert discussions, special-interest blogging, mobile

user agents or any other facet of a focused attempt to create and share meaning, the concepts and

capabilities of digital environments will play a role. Why? Because digital changes everything. It allows

any kind of information, in any format, to flow as a series of ones and zeros over a global, ubiquitous

pipeline. As mechanisms to create, distribute, receive and interact with this flow abound and become

steadily more powerful, affordable and focused, the transformational nature of digital environments comes

more sharply into focus. Every new idea, every new technology enters a hype zone where marketers

compete to outdo one another in their claims. The transforming quality of digital mediums, however, is not

hype. It’s a fact. Digital changes the way data can be structured, stored, accessed, distributed, and re-

purposed. Digital directly impacts the current trends toward integration, collaboration, and distributed

systems. Digital is at the heart of the quest to maximally leverage investments of resources at every level of
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information management. Digital is a medium. It is a transaction environment. But it is very much more

than that. Whether it’s created on a laptop, picked out on a well-worn guitar or doodled on a cocktail

napkin, primary source material, that direct evidence of creative human endeavor, remains at the heart of

“making meaning” and “adding value.” When these essential sources are combined with digital

capabilities, the results can be amazing. All these factors make “digital” core to our discussions.
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Guidelines and Core Concepts For Long Term
Success

To be successful, you must add value. Financial sustainability depends on it.

In the current economy, is it essential to leverage the value of any investment, while limiting ongoing

maintenance costs and reducing the total cost of ownership.

In the current economy, it is important to show early success for any project. To borrow a term from the

venture capital world, projects need to show traction and do so sooner rather than later.

It is vital to concentrate on the unique nature of your organization’s contribution and not lose that focus or

allow it to be diluted.

The trends in information management and all related fields are toward integration and collaboration.

The trends in philanthropy are toward integration and collaboration.

Museum services are currently focused on making meaning. Museum funders look for execution of this

concept in proposals.

The Internet is now a digital transaction environment. The web is an interface for every kind of information

management service. Think of both as a data space that must be leveraged in any information management

design whether physical or virtual.

The best hedges against rapid change and outmoded structures are flexible, agile information systems that

adapt readily to change.

Web-based, remotely accessed information services are replacing siloed, vertical information systems.

It is important to consider the entire value chain when designing your information systems, beginning with

the raw materials and ending with delivery to the end user. Don’t overlook the vast mobile delivery market

segment (client devices that require information delivered to cell phones, PDAs, tablets, MP3 players, etc.)

It is one of the largest growth segments in the IT sector.
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Details of Guidelines and Core Concepts for
Long Term Success

∆ To be successful, you must add value. Financial
sustainability depends on it.

We believe adding value is a core concept to success for any organization. The notion of adding value is

simple, powerful and, in our experience, highly successful. Gathering the information required to decide

how to add value and for whom requires serious work and is not to be undertaken lightly. We’ve developed

a methodology to help guide clients through the process (Change Management Toolkit), and we consider

value adding the most essential key to long term success.

By adding value, we mean two essential and related types of activity:

One part of value-adding refers to the processes by which the organization enhances raw/primary

resources in a way that makes them essential or extremely useful to a targeted user group. By making

themselves highly relevant to their targeted users, organizations go a long way to insuring their financial

sustainability.

Another equally important part of value-adding refers to the process of finding a way to leverage the

intelligence of your users. By this we mean creating ways that allow your users to add value to your system

even as they employ it for their own purposes. Users who are able to actively contribute to a data set

become intrinsically bound to its success or failure. Information system interfaces that actively make this

contribution visible and available not only increase the value of their service, but simultaneously build an

invested community of users.

The concept of adding value blends easily with the concepts of leveraging investments and lowering

total cost of ownership. All of these elements are important to long term financial sustainability and often

become vital criteria for granting agencies, private donors, and consortium partners.

There are important details and assumptions related to value adding. Here are some of the basics:

In our experience, no organization can serve all users at an equal level. User groups must be defined

and targeted by criteria determined by the client and based on their knowledge of their individual

organization and their mission.

Value added is judged from the perspective of the targeted user group, not from the perspective of the

organization serving that user group. No matter how much a staff member loves a program, if it’s not

valuable to the targeted user groups, it must be adjusted or reworked. We have spent many hours listening

to professionals explain to us why their services are excellent. Their users are simply too ill-informed or

insufficiently skilled to appreciate them. If you’re financing your own organization for one hundred percent

of its required revenue, this attitude is fine. Otherwise, it is the users’ evaluation of your services that

counts.
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Adding value means knowing — really knowing — the way your users work, how they use

information, how they go about solving problems and what they’re looking for when they come to you. It is

important to know how users actually work, as opposed to what they say they might do or what services

they might like. Find out what users do, not what they say they would consider doing. Studies show a huge

discrepancy between those two concepts and practical observation of end user behavior confirms this.

Understanding how your users interact with the information you offer gives critical clues to the nature of

their information use environment. User interaction can create an additional dimension to value-adding, one

where the users’ contribution enhances the value of the service, even as it serves their need. See New Ways

to Add Value for a further explanation.

Adding value requires in-depth knowledge of your targeted users, but it also requires staff expertise.

Familiarity with users gives a clear idea of what information services your users will require, their priority

order and an overall sense of how to best facilitate interaction between your organization and your targeted

users. That only covers part of the total value-adding equation, though. It is also important for staff to

leverage their knowledge in all relevant domains. Staff expertise needs to be part of any information system

design. Staff must be aware of all applicable standards, as well as emerging technologies and tools that

would facilitate both their users and themselves. It is never useful to poll users about how they’d employ

technologies or tools they have no experience using. A skilled staff person, however, can often recognize a

relevant technology, even when it appears in an unrelated discipline. This is often referred to as being alert

for “solutions in search of problems.” For example, the Commerce Department might publish an article

detailing how it employs a particular open source GIS-oriented application to track the connection between

population booms in the southwest and the growth of giant discount chain stores. This same combination of

spatial data software and demographic software could just as well be used to track the location and growth

of the baby boomers and to link those patterns with the economic growth/decline of museums or art

galleries.

Combining knowledge of targeted users, professional expertise, and user contributions tends to

produce the most profoundly value-added systems. This is true whether your information system consists of

a fully interactive, database driven website or a brilliant person staffing a help desk.
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What Can Digital Environments Offer Related to Adding Value?

• Digital environments leverage existing infrastructure

• Digital environments create a global distribution channel

• Digital environments facilitate scalability, replicability and tailoring of information services

• A Digital environments allow new kinds of interaction with users and offers new ways to

utilize

Digital environments leverage existing infrastructure

When you commit to working in a digital, distributed environment you gain immediate use of a

ubiquitous, universal network called the Internet. Once a way for geeks to connect their computers, it now

constitutes a global data space. No one will call you a genius for using it, but they will likely call you

something harsh if you don’t. The Internet is able to act as a transaction space and will supply you with

servers and protocols already in place. By following existing standards and certain common practices that

are on their way toward becoming standards, you can harness simple, but powerful combinations like

HTTP, TCP/IP, HTML and XML. The latter are not complicated, but put together they created the web,

which in turn, has become an interface for all kinds of information services.  You can also leverage

infrastructures closer to home, such as using your cable line to create an in-house wireless network and

video conferencing to hold staff and board meetings. The point is, a set of global, ubiquitous resources are

available to you. Use them to deliver value to your user groups.

Digital environments create a global distribution channel

Reality dictates that it is not always the most innovative idea that captures the dominant market share

or the best solution that wins a survival contest among competitors. It is certain that distribution channel

— the ability to reach the largest number of people with minimal effort and cost — is essential in

successfully establishing any set of information services. Most truly useful information services are labor

intensive to design and implement, therefore expensive in many senses. The wider the distribution channel

for those services, the lower the cost per capita to create and implement them. The more flexible the

distribution channel for those services, the more you leverage the initial investment in their development.

The more pervasive the distribution channel for those services,  the more ubiquitous you make your service

and the greater your chances to expand your installed user base. If you design your information services to

utilize the Internet and its standards, to accommodate universal clients, to be interoperable, you perfectly

position them to use an existing global distribution network that requires no marketing to establish and is

already in use daily by millions and millions of users around the world.
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Digital environments facilitate scalability, replicability and tailoring of information services

As noted above, quality information management systems and services are costly. They are also

valuable because their careful, relevant design makes them essential to the people who use them. Good

design means the services are not generic, but tightly tailored to the needs of its targeted users. This

tailoring extends to the type of information provided, the level of conceptual mapping and context setting,

accessibility, distribution methods and repurposing options. When designed in digital, distributed

environments, this considerable investment can be leveraged. Once any information or design parameter is

captured, it never needs to be re-invented. Likewise, any relevant element can be re-used and plugged into

another design. This means small, well-designed, in-house services can be scaled up to serve a larger

market segment. A national service can be adapted to work in a small business. If two targeted user groups

share half of a set of requirements, digital environments makes it possible to replicate that half and to add

only new elements that are needed. Digital, distributed environments require most of the same principles

that constitute good design in other arenas: simplicity, modularity, extensibility and loose coupling (a level

of abstraction that gives information services agility and the ability to adapt to ongoing changes without

breaking.)

A Digital environments allow new kinds of interaction with users and offers new ways to utilize

expertise

When you’re designing digital, distributed information services, it is important to consider that the best

investment of time and resources is not to attempt to tweak your existing services by adding a digital

component. A company that suddenly announces it will only send official memos via email has not

designed a digital workflow. The question is not: How can we use digital tools and assets to improve what

we already do? The question is: How can we use digital tools and assets to do what we have never done

before? This does not mean the creation of digital information services has to be painfully complicated.

There are services that add great value, are enormously popular and establish their creators as authorities or

experts, all in a very straightforward, low cost, easy-to-setup manner. The key is to know what types of

interaction you can offer your users based on your in-depth knowledge of how they work with information

(their information eco-system) as well as your organizational expertise and assets.

Example: In 2000, an expert in collectibles sets out to fulfill a contract with a major publisher of non-

fiction books. The book is aimed at a very specific segment of the collectibles market. By early 2002, the

manuscript is completed and in production. During the final months before the author begins a national tour

of antique, collectible and memorabilia shows, a film debuts at the box office that sparks enormous interest

in the author’s specific area of collecting. It’s too late to capitalize on his good fortune in the text of his

book, but the publisher adds a sticker to the book cover that advertises updated material and additional

sources available on a website set up and maintained by the writer. The author mounts one set of web
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resources he considers important before he departs on his promotional tour. As he crisscrosses the country

and spends hours talking to fellow devotees, he gets much more specific ideas about the kinds of resources

his audience requires. He also detects definite regional patterns of interest and configures his website

content accordingly. Interest in his opinions blossoms and his email messages grow exponentially. Since

there is a clear pattern to the types of requests made in the email, he decides to offer a bi-monthly

newsletter in which he’ll comment on typical requests and, in general, give his readers the benefit of his

personal opinions. He adds a sign-up utility to his website that allows interested readers to subscribe to his

newsletter via email. Twice a month, he composes a letter and by way of an automatically generated group

address, emails it out to thousands of subscribers. During the year in which he tours regularly to promote

the book, he is impressed with both the interest level of his newsletter subscribers and with their range of

related comments and questions. In addition to his own years of collecting experience, he now meets a wide

array of experts in related collectible areas and often finds himself talking to them about both his

newsletters and the follow up email it generates from readers. He’s pleasantly surprised by the quality of

these discussions with his colleagues and by how interested they are in responding to the content of his

emails. They are so interested, in fact, many of them email him later on with comments and observations to

pass on to his rapidly growing community of interest. At an international convention of collectors, he meets

a fascinating UK collector who regales him with tales of British royalty who shared his interest and

expertise in memorabilia. He is so taken with the quality of her stories and the engaging way she tells them

that he gets her permission to tape the most relevant ones and share them with his newsletter subscribers.

With the help of a digital tape recorder and related software, he finds he can readily publish the audio files

of her stories on his website.  He tapes additional interviews with new, interesting contacts and mounts

those audio files as well on his website.  In less than a month, both the author and his readers find they

often need to search the interviews to revisit points of information and to ascertain who said what, so he

uses software to create a written transcript of each interview that makes it easy to search for words and

phrases. He pairs this with the audio files on his website, so visitors now have a choice of how they’d like

to experience or work with the interview contents. There is such intense interest in the newsletter and

contents of his website, the author decides to form discussion groups of various experts, which he hosts live

once a week from his website. The live broadcasts are available afterward on the website as both audio and

transcript files. Using RSS technology, the author allows the content to be syndicated and picked up in

relevant online publications all over the world. Users can subscribe to the RSS feeds for each area of

collectibles and know when something new of interest in on the site. A production company in charge of a

show dedicated to collectibles offers a significant fee to sponsor the online discussions and to host large

regional versions with live audiences. Without meaning to, the author has become an internationally

recognized expert and has created an active, engaged community of interest. He has also successfully built

a circle of experts that has proved to be a shaping force in the collectibles market. Beginning with the

publication of what was essentially a long winded email message, he’s become a producer of multimedia

broadcasts that impact a market segment and is capable of early trend detection. This combination of
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factors, especially the related presence of a community of interest, has gained the attention of potential

business partners as well as additional corporate sponsors. The author’s immediate plans include another

book and value-added indexing to give better access to his website content. He’s already begun adding a

list of topics, an index of corporate and personal names and a listing of areas of expertise, all of which he

believes will go further to meet his audiences’ needs. Eventually, he knows he’ll need a content

management system and is asking his corporate sponsors for help in writing a specification as a prelude for

shopping for one. The vast majority of this activity unfolded in less than one year and without the

assistance of any technical experts. It’s a simple, but solid example of how being focused on your own

expertise, learning the details of your users’ needs, being willing to learn new things, and continually

looking for ways to add value can produce powerful results without breaking the bank or taking years to

evolve. It is also an example of a trend we will discuss a little further on called “emergent behavior.” In our

example, the author put up some initial website content he believed would be relevant and then observed

and reacted to the behavior of his users, but also to the results of his interaction with colleagues. The

website content leverages not only what the author knows and has learned, but what the site’s users know

and have learned. Thus the users of the content also play a role in increasing its value and are very vested in

its future. Most of the example demonstrates a marked departure from tradition. Traditional project

planning has largely been front-loaded, with planners pouring over all possible outcomes and designing a

project plan to account for all of them as a way to future-proof the project.  Project planning for digital

environments attempts little frontloading, instead striving to create agile, flexible, modular data structures

that can adjust readily to rapid change. The designers put their project into gear, watch for emergent

behavior and adjust the project accordingly. Future-proofing takes the form of agile data, designed for

portability and interoperability and system capabilities that can be extended as needed.

∆  It is vital to concentrate on the unique nature of your
organization’s contribution and not lose that focus or allow it to
be diluted.

This core concept may sound too obvious to mention, but along with adding value and making

meaning, it is at the heart of any non-profit’s successful long term financial sustainability. Northern Lights,

Inc. is experienced in helping an organization define their targeted user groups, learn the details of the

latter’s information usage patterns, and design information services to meet those needs. We can help you

explore relevant technologies and locate timely solutions in search of problems that will further enhance

your organization’s interaction with your targeted users. We have a cost model that can help you look at

trade-offs in investments and to make choices about what services to offer when. But only the people who

staff the organization can truly identify what that organization’s unique contribution must be to the world’s

accumulated set of knowledge and services.

The clarity of this identification is the first step in knowing how to add value and for whom because it

means the organization knows the nature of the resources it wishes to offer and is in an excellent position to
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know how to place those resources in relevant contexts. The challenge of any information management

system, whether it’s a catalog, video gaming environment or relational database is to create data structures

that convey rich, meaningful information. We will talk about many of the factors involved in doing this and

the tools that enable them, but first it is necessary to know the nature of your organization’s contribution.

Once you know that, there is no need to try and squeeze into traditional or existing methodologies, unless

they best serve the purpose. It is more productive to see what information trends and technologies are

available to best serve the nature of your resources as those resources interact with your targeted users.

What Can Digital Environments Offer to the Effort to Convey an
Organization’s Uniqueness and Special Focus?

Digital environments offer unique forums and unique opportunities that include:

• leveraging infrastructure,

• global distribution channels, and

• maximizing labor intensive work by use of scalability, replicability and tailoring of services.

Digital mediums and their distribution options allow an organization to quickly display its unique

expertise on a widely distributed scale. No traditional library or archival tools offer such powerful options

for conveying the personal expertise and knowledge of staff for such a relatively low cost investment,

especially compared to impact.

Media Matching

Digital environments excel at handling text-based resources, but they offer a previously non-existent

range of options for dealing with other types of information media, including visual, spatial and time-based

objects. A picture really is worth a thousand words, as is a video clip and an audio file.  Tactical sensation

technologies lag behind the others, though some limited force feedback technologies have emerged. Digital

environments can create, capture and convey a wide variety of objects.  This allows a level of interaction

not otherwise possible. If carefully designed using the principles of Web Services, it is possible to deploy

such interaction as remotely accessible information services. These services would be available without

regard for operating systems, programming languages, platforms, etc. NOTE: Web Services is a critical

part of the trend toward integration and collaboration and receives its own distinct discussion in this report.

(For more information on Web Services, see Paradigm Shifts In Detail: Concepts, Philosophies and

Technologies That Make The Current Shifts Possible: Web Services.)
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Making Meaning

Making meaning is a core concept in current museum services design philosophy. It merits and will

receive its own focused discussion later in this report.  Digital environments can play a vital role in helping

organizations establish the uniqueness of their resources, expertise and mission by greatly enhancing the

ways meaning can be created and the ways users can interact with and add to that meaning. There are

several current information technologies that come to mind as immediate complements to the quest to make

meaning and enable user interaction with meaning: Conceptual Mapping and Digital Learning

Environments. Trends such as “smart data” and “emergent behavior” also play a role.

Conceptual mapping refers to making meaning by identifying concepts, then relating those concepts to

one another is a way that creates both much larger and much more focused views of how they interact with

one another. Conceptual mapping is considered one of the most powerful ways to create rich, complex data

structures that result in knowledge.

Digital Learning Environments (DLEs) combine a number of technologies such as visual displays,

digital library/subject collections, digital learning models, conceptual mapping, and semantic tools

(thesauri, vocabulary control, metadata, domain-based markup, ontologies, etc.) to create a new type of

learning environment that begins to more truly leverage the power of digital media. DLEs facilitate

concept-based learning as opposed to container-based learning (books, journals, videos, theses, etc.) and

utilize strongly structure data models as opposed to weakly structured ones.

Example: A university in Canada has a digital collection of resources related to physical geology and

earth sciences, originally developed as part of a grant to study the Continental Divide.  The geology faculty

wanted to utilize their digital collections to provide a more effective undergraduate course for teaching

basic geological and earth science concepts. The faculty were especially interested in finding a way to

strongly illustrate the scientific concepts that underlie the geological sciences and to illustrate the vital

relationships between those concepts. Their experience told them their students needed more help in

learning to think like scientists as opposed to merely memorizing names and definitions. Whatever they

came up with had to be implementable and economically feasible in the face of serious budget deficits. The

faculty put together a design team with a broad set of skills to tackle the problem. The group knew they

needed to combine a diverse, but very rich set of heterogeneous digital learning materials in a way that

illustrated the development of core scientific principles, their interrelationships and their role in

representing the phenomena of the domain (physical geography.) To meet their own and university design

requirements, the resulting DLE had to be both locally and Internet-accessible. The design they created

combined visual presentation technologies and three types of related digital collections: knowledge bases of

concepts, digital teaching presentations and a large collection of digital objects relevant to physical

geography. What students saw when logged onto the system were three large visual presentation screens,

each featuring a different view and granularity of the material. One screen showed the concepts inherent to

physical geography and the world of related concepts. A second visual display offered linked lecture notes

about each concept. A third display showed objects that directly illustrated the concepts being covered in
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that particular session. The central display, the linked lecture materials, was at the heart of the system, with

its links determining the contents of the other screens. Professors can change course at any time to review

additional concepts or revisit concepts, showing wider or narrower views in the conceptual window. They

can also call on a huge range of digital objects (of larger or smaller granularity) to give additional examples

of concepts. Students are free to use the system by local or web-based log-in and can explore the lecture,

concept map and examples at their convenience. Faculty members reviewed concept models once a week

and made adjustments to the relationship maps as necessary, Changes were dynamically generated and

updated within the digital model. The system combined digital collections with digital versions of semantic

tools to facilitate mastery of vital concepts. This particular DLE is too new to have a large body of data

about its results, but students (onsite and distance learners) report “deeper learning,” more engagement with

the materials and far greater satisfaction with the course. From the university’s perspective, the DLE is a

success. Test scores and course enrollment are up. The department has found the DLE to be a good tool for

recruiting new majors and attracting additional grant monies. Faculty expertise has been captured and

leveraged at very reasonable cost. The development and input time for new concept models dropped

steeply once the faculty gained experience in creating them, so the total cost of ownership and maintenance

for the DLE is surprisingly low. Future plans for the DLE include exposing it as a Web Service, allowing

business and educational partners to assess the DLE under the terms of a university licensing agreement,

and adding other sets of digital resources.

∆ The trends in information management and all related fields
are toward integration and collaboration.

Corollary: The trends in philanthropy are toward integration
and collaboration.

The need to integrate information systems and services, whether within or between enterprises, has

always been good business and is not new. What is new are the concepts and tools that are emerging to

support both goals in new ways. What is also recent is the breadth and depth of integration that is possible

and that enables an expanded level of collaboration and participation. As with all the other core concepts

and guidelines we’ve discussed, assume digital environments and information management tools as a given

in realizing integration and collaboration. The most important factor in considering both concepts is that

their importance be part of an organization’s strategic approach to designing any system or services on an

enterprise-wide level.

To understand why current trends are so focused on integration, it is important to understand a set of

converging information technology concepts. Some of these concepts are already well-underway in terms

of application, industry investment and rate of adoption. Others are partially in place and await the
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emergence of clear standards to be considered fully formed. The most complex, like the Semantic Web,

remain the most illusive and, with their promise of real information processing, the most desirable. Certain

trends and paradigm changes are already in progress and they represent practical, present tense changes in

how information services and collections can be designed and implemented. They are the stepping stones

upon which future, more semantically sophisticated, systems and services will build. The bottom line is that

there are new trends and ways to frame collections of information and information services that should

guide any organization’s thinking right now. This is vital to leverage the work involved in developing and

implementing such services and to maximizing the investment of resources required.

Integration, in an information systems sense, is realized by creating agile data structures that can utilize

existing resources. Agile designs react well to change, are not brittle, and do not break when updates occur.

Their functionality can be extended. They do not require teams of expensive consultants to install, adapt

and maintain them. They can handle unanticipated interactions with other systems and services. Agile data

structures are not locked into one set of vendors, operating systems, platforms, programming languages and

clients. They are able to interact with a wide range of systems, partners and clients. They can be intended

for internal use only or provide services for partners and clients located anywhere on the Internet.

How these integration goals are realized is a matter of combining converging technologies, but more

importantly, these changes represent a new era in the philosophy of how information systems and services

are designed and deployed. They also represent a shift in focus and emphasis from the “application” to the

“data.” There is nothing sudden or instantaneous about any of this. Decades of sustained progress in

networking, computing power, software design, microelectronics, information and library science,

economic development, global politics, etc. have all contributed to these new approaches. The overarching

goal of all information systems remains the same: To bring rich, complex information to users who require

it, in the most meaningful and relevant way possible.

It is not surprising that new approaches to integration result in new opportunities for collaboration. In

the interest of making the best use of their dollars, it is also not surprising granting agencies and other

philanthropic ventures now express intense interest in the integration/collaboration aspect of projects

proposed for funding.  We expect this trend to intensify as more agencies gain understanding of the

relevant information management architectures (philosophies) and concepts.
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Thinking Strategically: The Role of Information
Technology

Whatever project an organization is planning, whatever the specific nature of the clients, resources,

collections and services involved, the interaction between users and data is at the heart of the matter. The

critical parameters that drive any facet of the project will come from the larger strategic framework that

shapes it. It is essential to ask questions that will create the best possible framework and that will

complement the overall, strategic goals of the enterprise. It is not a matter of implementing the most high

tech solution or imitating solutions formed by others. It is a matter of looking at the nature of the

organization’s resources, expertise, mission and long range goals and looking for solutions that most

effectively contribute to those ends and that turn data into rich, complex, meaningful information, capable

of interaction with users. In our experience, this perspective provides an organization the best chance of

long term success in terms of relevance to its users and financial sustainability.


